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ABSTRACT

A direct method for obtaining the points of a circle of equal altitude using the
vector analysis as an alternative to the spherical trigonometry is presented, and a
solution where celestial navigation and Global Navigation Satellite Systems are
complementary and coexist is proposed.
Key words: Circle of Equal Altitude, Celestial Navigation, Vector Analysis, Rota-
tion matrix, ECS.

INTRODUCTION

In celestial navigation, historically, due to the restrictions of the tools used for sailing,
(paper nautical charts and their scale, sight reduction tables for solving the naviga-
tional triangle ...), only an approximation of the segment of the whole circle of posi-
tion –CoP– near the fix is plotted. Today, electronic chart systems permit to plot the
entire CoP on a nautical chart or a map in any projection. The following presents a
vector method to implement this utility.

Variables and symbols
Variable Intervals

GHA Greenwich Hour Angle 0 <= GHA <= 360º (W to E)
Dec Declination –90º (S) <= Dec <= +90º (N)
Ho Observed altitude 0 <= Ho <= 90º
B Latitude –90º (S) <= B <= +90º (N)
L Longitude –180º (W) <= L <= +180º (E)
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The Circle of Equal Altitude

Or circle of position in celestial navigation, is
defined, Figure 1, by its geographical position
–GP–, and the great circle distance from this
point to the circle; the zenith distance of the
body Zd (BOWDITCH, 1995. Ruiz, 2006 and
2008).

Coordinate Systems

To refer to the points on the surface of the Earth,
a sphere of unit radius with its origin O in the
centre of the Earth and a right-handed ortho-
normal basis is defined as in Figure 2,
constituting a ECEF –Earth Centered, Earth
Fixed– reference frame. The axes of the defined
Cartesian system of coordinates are:

• Z: from O to the North Pole.
• X: from O to the Greenwich meridian,

included in the Earth’s equatorial plane.
• Y: defined by 

The unit vector in Cartesian coordinates,
(x,y,z), from the centre of the Earth to any
point on the surface of the Earth with geo-
graphical coordinates (B, L,1), is:

PLOTTING THE COP

For drawing a circle of position, the easy way
is to place the circle with its center in the North
Pole. In this fictitious position, all points of
the circle has the coordinates (B,L) where
B=Ho and L∈(-180,+180], Figure 3. Trans-
forming these points to its true position on the
spherical Earth, the coordinates of the points
on the real CoP are obtained. Note that only the
real CoP satisfies the equation of the circle of
equal altitude (Ruiz, 2006):
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Figure 2. Coordinates and frame
of reference.

Figure 1. Circle of Equal Altitude parameters.

Figure 3. CoP with center at the GP, circle
at the North Pole and vectors.
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Obtaining the points of the CoP

For each point on the Cop, its associated vector OPi is obtained doing:

B = Ho and L = (-180,+180]

The coordinates of the point are calculated by rotating this vector from its initial
fictitious position to its real one using the equation:

Where the rotation matrices are (Brossard ,1994):

These matrices represent counterclockwise rotations of a vector relative to ECEF
frame, by an angle of θ. Ry rotates the z-axis towards the x-axis, and Rz rotates the x
axis towards the y axis.

Transforming the Cartesian coordinates of OP = (x,y,z) into geographical ones,
the latitude and the longitude of the point will be obtained.

The algorithm is shown in a flow chart in appendix A1.

Transformation of the center of the CoP

Of course, by the rotation of the vector defined by the fictitious center of the circle,
–the North Pole (B=90º,L=0,R=1): OPN(0,0,1)–, to the true one OGP, the geographi-
cal position is obtained.

CONCLUSIONS

A conceptually straightforward vector algorithm has been presented for plotting a
celestial circle of position on an electronic chart. Is robust, fast and easy to imple-
ment, and the vector equation permits to map a circle of position into any projection
(Mercator, gnomic, stereographic…).

Since the discovery of the line of position by Sumner (Ibáñez, et Al. 2004) in
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1837, modern celestial navigation has been a valuable tool of the navigator, and now
could be, or is (Kaplan, 1999), a reliable backup for a Global Navigation Satellite Sys-
tems (GNSS). An  Electronic Chart Systems, ECS, including a celestial navigation
module for sight reduction and running fix, with plotting capabilities like CoP and
fix representation on an electronic nautical chart could be suitable for offshore navi-
gation, a prototype is implemented with OpenCPN, appendix A3. In ship bridge
design (Meck, et Al. 2009) celestial navigation could be another ingredient to take
into account.
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APPENDIX

A1. Algorithm

Figure 4.Points of a circle of equal altitude.        

A2. Source code
Software and ANSI C source code for the algorithm is provided in an easy imple-
mentation, susceptible for being translated to other common programming lan-
guages. Available at the author’s web site:

http://sites.google.com/site/navigationalalgorithms/
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A3. Implementation in an ECS
This is an example of how celestial navigation serves to complement a GNSS:
AstroNavigation.exe generates a gpx file as an input to OpenCPN.

Figure 5. ECS and circles of equal altitude plotted on an electronic nautical chart. General scale.
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Figure 6 . Types of circles of equal altitude.
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Figure 7 . ECS – Coastal scale: Fix and confidence ellipse.
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